Smooth density eld for catalytic SBM
Introduction

Motivation and sketch of results
Consider a continuous super-Brownian motion (SBM) % = (% t ) t 0 in R d with a constant branching rate. Roughly speaking, the catalytic SBM X % = (X % t ) t 0 is a continuous SBM in R d with local branching rate \proportional to" %: A rigorous construction can be found in DF97a].
In DF97a] also the study of longtime behavior of X % was initiated, and then continued in DF97b] and EF98]. From these papers it is known that if both initial states % 0 and X % 0 are Lebesgue measures`c and`r ; respectively, then X % is persistent in all three dimensions d 3 of its non-trivial existence. (In d = 3 the catalyst process % was actually started from its steady state rather than from`c at time zero; this simpli cation is of course not possible in lower dimensions where % clusters in the longtime limit, hence dies out locally.)
Here persistence means that all weak limit points of X % T as T ! 1 have the full intensity measure`r again. In dimensions one and three the stronger result of persistent convergence has been shown in ( DF97a, DF97b] ). For dimension d = 2 persistence of X % was proved in ( EF98] ). The approach of EF98] was to show the relative compactness of the set of laws of random second moments by p.d.e. methods. However, uniqueness of the limit point, and hence convergence, remained open.
In dimension d = 2; the process X % has a self-similarity property that connects the long-term behavior of X % with local properties at a xed time. Thus, as noted in DF97b, Remark 14], persistent convergence of X % T as T ! 1 is equivalent to the existence of the limit % 1 (0) of (2") ?2 X % 1 ? (?"; ") 2 as " # 0;
with full expectation, and hence to the absolute continuity of X % 1 : Our main objective in this paper is to show that X % 1 is absolutely continuous. It is well-known that the (continuous) SBM with constant branching rate has absolutely continuous states only in dimension one. In d = 1 actually \every" catalytic SBM has densities, at least at given times ( DFR91] ). DF95] construct higher-dimensional catalytic SBM (with nite variance branching) with absolutely continuous states where the branching rate is given by a certain class of additive functionals of Brownian motion. This class includes catalysts concentrated on hyperplanes. They show absolute continuity via constructing fundamental solutions of the related cumulant equation.
Recently catalyst, and then to represent the SBM by means of Brownian excursion densities o the catalyst (supported by a Lebesgue zero set) starting with random masses according to ; and by densities of Brownian particles killed at the catalyst. Clearly, these densities are smooth and satisfy the heat equation. At least at a heuristic level, this makes clear that in these cases a smooth density eld exists.
Our strategy is to rst show in d = 2; 3 that X % has densities in an L 2 {sense on the complement of the support of %: Next we use a modi cation of Delmas' representation of catalytic SBM \o the catalyst" on a local level to derive our main result. Namely, we show that o the catalyst, X % has a smooth density eld % that solves the heat equation (Theorem 1 at page 6).
Finally we use this result to answer the open question mentioned above:
In two dimensions, if we start % and X % from Lebesgue measures, then X % T converges in law to the random multiple % 1 (0)`of the (normed) Lebesgue measure`(Corollary 2 (b)).
Informal description of the model
We consider a stochastic model for a chemical (or biological) di usion-reaction system of two substances (or species) C and R, say. While C evolves independently of R, the reaction of R is catalyzed by C, that is takes place locally only in the presence of C but without a ecting C.
The mathematical model that we choose for the catalyst is the so-called super-Brownian motion (SBM) %: It arises as the high density short lifetime limit of branching Brownian motion. The latter is an (in nite) particle system, where the particles move around in R d according to independent Brownian motions.
Moreover, the catalyst particles die with a constant rate ; say, and are replaced at the location of their death by zero or two o spring, each possibility occurring with probability 1 2 (critical binary branching). The o spring continue to evolve in the same manner as their parent. Now assign the mass " > 0 to each particle and replace the branching rate by =": Then (see, e.g., Daw93, Section 4.4]) SBM % is the limiting process if we let " # 0 (provided that the initial states converge). Summarizing, the catalyst % arises as a di usion approximation to a critical binary branching Brownian motion with constant branching rate. For background on SBM we recommend Daw93].
The mathematical model X % for the reactant is also SBM, however the branching rate of an \in nitesimal reactant particle" is the local concentration of catalytic matter. Consequently, the heuristic picture is the same except that the reactant particles die only when they are in contact with the catalyst. The catalyst itself varies in time and space and concentrates in some localized regions.
The model is interesting only in dimensions d 3: Roughly speaking, the catalyst is a (d^2){dimensional object in R d ; thus a reactant particle (which performs Brownian motion) cannot meet the catalyst if d 4: Hence, in d 4; the \reactant" X % is only the deterministic heat ow.
Simulation of the catalyst % and the reactant X % t = 5 t = 900 t = 3500
The rst row shows a discrete version of % (critical binary branching simple random walk) on a 250 250 grid with periodic boundaries, originally started from a \uniformly" distributed eld. The number of particles per site is indicated by di erent grey scales. The \movie" clearly exhibits the well-known tendency of clustering in d = 2:
The second sequence of pictures shows a simulation of the analogous discrete version of X % ; for the same realization of the branching rate %: The gure illustrates that the reactant X % is uniformly spread out outside the catalytic clusters, except a few \hot spots" related to the catalyst, and that within the catalytic clumps mainly killing of the reactant happens.
A mathematical approach to this \one-way interaction" model is possible by means of Dynkin's additive functional approach to superprocesses ( Dyn91] Averaging the random laws P % 0;m by means of IP gives the annealed distribution P ;m := IP P % 0;m of X % : Of particular interest is the case =`c := i c`a nd m =`r := i r`f or some positive constants i c and i r :
Consider for the moment the critical dimension d = 2 and initial states (% 0 ; X % 0 ) = (`c ;`r): Here the catalyst % T dies out locally in probability as T ! 1: In the large regions without catalyst only the smoothing heat ow acts on the reactant X % . On the other hand, a nite window of observation will be visited by increasingly large catalytic clumps at arbitrarily large times (recall that the time averaged two-dimensional catalyst % has a proper random limit despite local extinction, see, e.g., FG86]). These clumps lead locally to a great variability of the concentration of reactant: In contact with the catalyst, huge amount of reactant mass piles up in relatively small areas, whereas large areas become vacant. But according to EF98, Theorem 1], the smoothing e ect in the large catalyst free regions wins this competition with the \turbulence" at the catalyst, leading to persistence: The intensity measure`r of X % T is preserved also for all accumulation points (in law) as T ! 1:
A formal description of the pair (%; X % ) will be given in x2.1. 3 Remark (genealogical interpretation) Formula (7) has the following genealogical interpretation. The covariance there measures the probability of two in nitesimal reactant particles at (t 1 ; z 1 ) and (t 2 ; z 2 ) to have a common ancestor. On the other hand, the integrand at the r.h.s. is the \distribution" of the time-space location (s; x) of a possible latest common ancestor of these in nitesimal particles. 3 Remark (annealed model) Statement (a) of Theorem 1 implies that also with respect to the annealed law P ;m the catalytic SBM X % lives on the set of absolutely continuous measures. Clearly, (7) and (6) 
Notation and regularity assumption
with respect to the random laws P % 0;`r . Here coincidence w.r.t. the random laws P % 0;`r formally means that
From this discussion the following corollary of Theorem 1 is immediate.
Corollary 2 (d = 2) In dimension two, with respect to the random laws P % 0;`r (with % distributed according to IP`c ) the following two statements hold:
(b) (persistent convergence) X % T converges in distribution to a random multiple of Lebesgue measure:
Note that the limit in (13) not only has full expectation, but has even locally nite conditional second moments (persistence of second order).
Coincidence in law in statement (a) is understood in the same way as in Note that the two-dimensional reactant X % exhibits the following interesting phenomenon: Though started in a (spatially) ergodic state, the limit is not ergodic.
Remark 3 (annealed model) The self-similarity (10) holds also with respect to the annealed law P`c ;`r ( DF97b, Proposition 13]). Hence, (12) and (13) The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we rst recall the formal characterization of the catalytic SBM X % . We establish the fact that around`+ `{almost all time-space points (t; z) there is no catalytic mass. The key step in Section in 2 is to show that at those (t; z) an asymptotic spatial L 2 (P % r;m ){density % t (z) of X % t exists. Our theorem is proved in Section 3. The appendix is devoted to the notion of {di usive measures serving as initial states for the catalyst. The process % serves as a random medium for a catalytic SBM X % : In order to characterize X % , roughly speaking, we have to replace the constant rate in (18) by the (randomly) varying rate % t (x); where % t (x) is the generalized derivative %t(dx) dx (x) of the measure % t (dx): Our aim is to de ne X % via its logLaplace transition functionals v % t that solve a certain cumulant equation. We do so by rst making precise sense of this equation.
Because Fix a compact set C Z % and > 0 such that C Z % (recall notation (28)). Further let := sup f(t : (t; z) 2 Cg : Clearly, the rst summand on the r.h.s. of (34) goes to 0 as " 1 ; " 2 ! 0; uniformly in (t; z) 2 C: (c) (moments) This is Proposition 11 (c).
(d) (local L 2 (P % 0;m ){Lipschitz continuity on Z % ) We may assume that the compact set C Z % is a closed box. Let > 0 such that C Z % (recall (28)). Set := supft : (t; z) 2 Cg; and let (t 1 ; z 1 ); (t 2 ; z 2 ) 2 C with t 1 t 2 : From the moment formulas (6) and (7) Similarly, we get I 3 c 5 jt 1 ? t 2 j 2 for some constant c 5 : (b) (smooth density eld ) For the nal part of proof we have the following strategy. We x a cylinder Z contained in Z % and use the L 2 {Proposition 11 to construct the occupation density measure ? % of X % on the lateral area A of the cylinder. Next we use Delmas' representation of catalytic SBM in terms of Brownian excursions starting from A to derive the smoothness of % in Z:
Let % be such that the assertions in Proposition 11 (a) { (c) and in Propo- 
is C 1 and solves the heat equation. Since ? q B and n p B are C 1 and solve the heat equation, the same is true for % by the following proposition. Hence, after verifying Proposition 13 below, the proof of Theorem 1 will be complete. Lemma 15 (H older continuity of occupation density) Let 
Note that we have replaced here p (z 1 ) and p (z 2 ) by p (n). This has no e ect on the H older continuity that we want to prove since p is (globally) Lipschitz and decays only algebraically fast.
By spatial homogeneity of SBM we have IP (C ;N;n ) 2k = IP nN (C ;N;0 ) 2k : Note that (recall q from (2)) IP y t (z) = R t 0 (p s )(z) = (q t )(z): Hence, from the assumption that is {di usive (see (4)), we get a bound for the IP 
However this yields the claim.
